Hi Everyone,

Here are some resources I wanted to share with you all on the Gulf.

Here is the audio recording of last week’s class: https://soundcloud.com/globalisation_cafe/learning-in-retirement-3/s-rGW6O

Here are my answers from your questions in the 'News' segment: https://youtu.be/KnOh9PgEz9Y

Short video in N. American Oil - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVvdNil1HfnI
The flawed logic of a Sunni vs. Shi’a ‘civil war’ - https://www.academia.edu/3363289/The_flawed_logic_of_a_Sunni_vs._Shi_a_civil_war
Bernard Lewis and Leon Wieseltier vs. Edward Said and Christopher Hitchens - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnVHuA6xIOo


Here is an article I wrote for the ‘Conversation’ that was reprinted in the National Post on Khashoggi: https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/saudi-arabias-gathering-storm-over-its-erratic-crown-prince

Here is a two-part interview with the former Indian Ambassador (fascinating guy!!) to the Gulf for my podcast: https://soundcloud.com/globalisation_cafe/episode-12-the-gulf-part-1 and https://soundcloud.com/globalisation_cafe/episode-13-the-gulf-part-2

Here is a copy of ‘vision 2030’: https://vision2030.gov.sa/en

Here are a few interesting videos about the Gulf and the War on Yemen: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYOCQmpshuXgG0294qTa6JuZbkaMTXlv

Here is part 1 of a fantastic series about the history of Oil and the Oil Market: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TXG70xAnSU

Here are 5 - relatively recent - great books on the Gulf:

1. Shadow Wars: The Secret Struggle for the Middle East
2. The United Arab Emirates: Power, Politics and Policy-Making
3. Oil and World Politics
4. Desert Kingdoms to Global Powers: The Rise of the Arab Gulf
5. Tribes and Politics in Yemen: A History of the Houthi Conflict